
Peket, ratafia, rum, liqueurs, apéritifs, digestif are very much

loved for the touch of cheerfulness they bring to a meal. DD

Spiritueux, an artisanal distillery in Jumet, invites you to learn

how these spirits are made. The visit will of course conclude with

a delicious tasting.

Set in Wallonia, a few minutes’ drive from Charleroi, DD Spiritueux

makes its many spirits from noble, high quality ingredients. The

distillery has one passion at heart: protecting and promoting

Walloon savoir-faire.

Looking for a unique product representing expertise and quality to

celebrate your event? DD Spiritueux can create a nectar just for
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A fantastic tasting rich in discoveries
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you and bottle it in small quantities.

Visits can be organised for groups:

Presentation of the fabrication of natural aromas

Demonstration of the bottling, labelling process

Tasting of a selection of products made on site

Learn more about the Walloon terroir and meet an artisanal

producer in Jumet: DD Spiritueux

 

 

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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